
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stephen Sizer – An Assessment 
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(1) The Charge of Anti-Semitism  

 

Background 

 

In October 2012 the Board of Deputies of British Jews (the leading representatives of the British Jewish 

community) lodged a formal complaint against Rev Dr Stephen Sizer with the Church of England. In a 

press release on its website the Board said:  

 

Revd Stephen Sizer is the Vicar of Christ Church in Virginia Water, Surrey.  He is now the subject of 

a complaint by the Board of Deputies to the Church of England, for making statements that the 

Board and most of the Jewish community find utterly offensive, to the point of crossing the line 

into antisemitism, even if this is neither his motivation nor intention.  This is not all, as we also 

complain of Revd Sizer posting links from his website to articles on racist and antisemitic websites 

where scurrilous views against Jews and others are published.  When this happens, the Jewish 

community has to act. 

 

According to the Jewish Chronicle (1 November, 2012) the Board’s action had the support of other UK 

Jewish institutions, including the Community Security Trust, and the Jewish Leadership Council. The 

Scottish Council of Jewish Communities simultaneously lodged a separate complaint against Dr Sizer 

with the Church of Scotland, stating that allowing Dr Sizer to address an upcoming event, ‘would be 

perceived as highly offensive throughout the Jewish Community’ [see http://goo.gl/4RiaHE]. 

 

The Board’s complaint was ultimately resolved when Stephen agreed to a monitoring arrangement to 

ensure he no longer posted offensive online content. It is important to note that the complaints process 

did not reach the stage where the Church of England would have been required to issue a verdict on 

Stephen’s conduct. Stephen was thus neither exonerated nor found guilty via the complaints process. 

The Board did not retract any of its allegations, but repeated them on the day that the resolution was 

announced [see http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/faith/article3901733.ece]. 

 

Can Criticism of Israel be Anti-Semitic? 

 

Dr Sizer is known as a critic of Israel. All sides would agree that criticism of Israel is not in itself anti-

Semitic. The Board itself underlines that in the above-mentioned press release. However, it shouldn’t be 

forgotten that Israel is the world’s only Jewish state, and so when criticism of Israel draws on long-

established anti-Semitic concepts, or calls for an end to Israel, viewing that criticism as anti-Semitic is 

justifiable. In February 2012 Baroness Tonge was rightly expelled from the Liberal Democrats in 

Parliament for saying that Israel would ‘lose support’, ‘reap what they have sown’, and ‘not last forever’.  

 

Assessment 

 

Dr Sizer has made a significant number of statements that are objectively offensive to Jewish people. 

On every occasion the offensive content was unnecessary for furthering criticism of Israel. He has 

downplayed the Holocaust (doing so is widely-recognized as a component of modern anti-Semitism) 

by accusing the state of Israel of perpetuating the Holocaust through its treatment of Palestinians; he 

has deceitfully stirred up anti-Israel sentiment by promoting a boycott of Coca-Cola, McDonalds, and 

Nestlé based on false allegations about those companies’ relationship with Israel; he has described IDF 

members as ‘Herod’s soldiers’, an anti-Semitic reference to the Jewish child-killers and would be Christ-

murderers of Matthew chapter 2; he characterized Hillary Clinton’s rebuke of Israel’s settler activity as 

‘Payback for Monica’, thereby negatively highlighting Monica Lewinsky’s Jewishness; he referred 

pejoratively to Muammar Gaddafi’s supposed Jewishness; he claimed that British ‘Zionists’ were in 

league with neo-Nazis ‘because their common enemy are the Muslims’, a statement described by the 



Board of Deputies of British Jews as ‘unambiguous and poisonous’ and ‘as anti-Semitic as it is untrue’; 

and he has described Jews as ‘the people in the shadows’ which has long been recognized as an anti-

Semitic way to refer to Jewish people.  

 

Dr Sizer has never apologized for any of the statements listed above, despite their offensiveness being 

brought to his attention. It is possible to criticize Israel while nonetheless showing sensitivity to the 

concerns of Jewish people. That is categorically not the path that Stephen has taken.  

 

In addition to the offensive statements discussed above, Dr Sizer has posted online links to five 

different websites known for disseminating anti-Semitic content: The Ugly Truth, the Palestine 

Telegraph, Window into Palestine, Veterans Today, and Redress. Posting links to five separate sites 

strongly gives the appearance both of familiarity with the world of anti-Semitic websites, and a desire 

to give them a wider audience. Other Christian bloggers demonstrate great care over the links they 

post: Tim Challies, for example, includes this comment alongside a recent link: ‘Note: the article is at the 

GQ site, but I’m linking to the printable page, so everything there should be family-friendly; at least it is 

as far as I can see.’ If there were no other evidence of offence caused by Dr Sizer to Jewish people, it 

might be possible to excuse these links to anti-Semitic sites as accidental, but in view of the track 

record discussed above, overlooking them would be naïve. The screenshot below shows exactly what 

Stephen saw when he read the article ‘Israel’s Window to Bomb Iran’, and what his Facebook friends 

saw when they clicked on the link that he posted on his Facebook page. The cartoon accompanying the 

article, the website strapline, and the image to the left of the article combine to give an immediate 

indication of the true nature of the site. There comes a point when it is wrong to continue giving 

someone the benefit of the doubt. In the words of Rev Mike Ovey, Principal of Oak Hill College, ‘if a 

member of my Faculty had made these links, I would have had no course, nor inclination, but to dismiss 

them.’ 

 

 



(2) The Charge of Dishonesty  

 

Background 

 

The Council of Christians and Jews (CCJ) criticized Dr Sizer in March 2012, both for posting a link on 

Facebook to The Ugly Truth, and for taking too long to remove the link after being warned about it. In 

response, Stephen attacked the CCJ for relying on what he said was wrong information. On 1 May 2012 

he posted an open letter claiming that he had in fact only been warned about the link one day before 

its removal: 

 

On 4 October 2011, I posted a link to ... [a] website which I now know contained scurrilous 

and offensive material. I was made aware of this on 3 January 2012 as a result of an enquiry by 

the Jewish Chronicle ... Whatever the CCJ might think has happened I have explained here how 

and when the link came to my attention. It did not come to my attention before then 

[http://goo.gl/wtOlkB, accessed 12 September, 2014]. 

 

However, that claim was untrue. The Bishop of Guildford had warned Dr Sizer about his link to The Ugly 

Truth six weeks before its removal on 22 November 2011, and Dr Sizer acknowledged that warning with 

an email sent on the same day. In testimony issued by Stephen in reply to the complaint made by the 

Board of Deputies [Response, available here: https://tinyurl.com/mktqq45], he himself quotes from his 

22 November 2011 email to the Bishop: ‘I am embarrassed and sorry that I have caused you 

this concern. I will be more careful in what I allow to be posted on my Facebook. I normally take 

great care to avoid material that promotes racism or violence and have in the past “unfriended” 

people who abuse my trust.’ 

 

Analysis 

 

Stephen made his false statement in reply to the CCJ at a time of great vulnerability. The CCJ’s public 

criticism had included this rebuke from the Rt Rev Nigel McCullough, who was at that time Bishop of 

Manchester: ‘The content and the delay in removing the link from Mr Sizer’s Facebook page was 

disgraceful and unbecoming for a clergyman of the Church of England to promote. Members of the CCJ 

have described the website as “obscenely antisemitic.”’ By claiming that he was first made aware of the 

link a day before its removal Stephen was able to say that he had never intended to link to a racist site. 

It would have been very difficult to use that defence if he had kept the link in place for six weeks after 

the original warning (as in fact he did). The falsehood was therefore instrumental in safeguarding 

Stephen’s position. The false claim also had the effect of tarnishing the reputation of the CCJ by 

portraying it as an organization that used wrong information from dubious sources, which led to public 

attacks on the CCJ from its own members. 

 

Stephen might say that he had failed to absorb the details properly when he received the original 

warning from his Bishop, and so he was only effectively made aware of the problem with his Facebook 

link when the Jewish Chronicle contacted him on the day before he removed it. But that would simply 

be another form of deception. Stephen’s words are categorical, and leave no room for alternative 

interpretation: “I was made aware of this on 3 January 2012”; “Whatever the CCJ might think has 

happened I have explained here how and when the link came to my attention”; “It did not come to my 

attention before then”. The CCJ had accused Stephen of a reprehensible delay. If the delay had been 

caused by a failure to absorb the details of the Bishop’s warning, Stephen could have given that 

explanation as the reason for the delay. But instead he denied ever receiving a prior warning. 

 

It might be suggested that Stephen could have forgotten about the warning from his Bishop (22 

November 2011), and failed to remember it either when the Jewish Chronicle contacted him (3 January 



2012), or when the CCJ criticized him for the delay in removing the link (13 March 2012), or when he 

came to write his response to the CCJ (1 May 2012). This would be highly implausible. If Stephen rarely 

receives episcopal rebukes the November rebuke would surely have stuck in his mind; if he receives 

episcopal rebukes regularly he would have checked through them to make sure he hadn’t received one 

about his link to the Ugly Truth. Later in 2012 Stephen had evidently remembered the Bishop’s warning 

because he cites his own emailed reply to it in the testimony issued in answer to the Board of Deputies’ 

complaint [Response, section 119, quoted above]. In the same document he chooses to repeat his 

objections to the CCJ’s criticism of his conduct [sections 132 and 138; significantly, however, he does 

not repeat the false claim about the timing of the first warning he received]. Had forgetfulness been to 

blame, this document would have given Stephen the opportunity to apologize to the CCJ for wrongly 

attacking it for using supposedly incorrect information. By failing to take that opportunity he 

demonstrated that he was willing for the original baseless attack to stand. The false claim at the heart 

of the 1 May 2012 reply to the CCJ must therefore be considered deliberate deception. 

 

Action 

 

Stephen is a prominent Anglican evangelical: he holds a formal position with Christianity Explored as an 

‘Advocate’; the church he leads belongs to the South East Gospel Partnership; and he received one of 

the limited number of invitations to the most recent GAFCON meeting, in Nairobi. While it is time-

consuming and unpleasant to follow up accusations of immorality against a Christian leader, it is a 

responsibility laid upon us by the Scriptures. Where a church leader ventures far outside the limits of 

acceptable behaviour he must be held accountable by those with influence over him. If the situation is 

serious enough, they should publicly distance themselves from him (as demonstrated recently in the US 

with regard to Mark Driscoll). Paul provides a New Testament precedent for the public expression of 

disapproval of named individuals. This is not a distraction from gospel work, it is part of what it means 

to ‘seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness.’ 

 

Of course action should not be taken without Stephen first being given the right of reply. The charge of 

dishonesty is probably simpler to investigate than the charge of anti-Semitism. A first step would be to 

invite Stephen to reply to these three questions: 

  

1) Could you explain why you claimed in your open letter to the CCJ (1 May 2012) that you were only 

made aware of your problematic Facebook link a day before you removed it, when in fact your Bishop 

had sent you a warning about it six weeks beforehand? 

2) If you didn’t read your Bishop’s warning properly and were therefore unaware of the particular 

Facebook link at issue until you were contacted by the Jewish Chronicle, why didn’t you explain that to 

the CCJ instead of attacking it for making a claim that was in fact accurate? 

3) If at the time of writing your letter to the CCJ you had forgotten about the Bishop’s warning, why 

didn’t you apologize to the CCJ when you recollected the bishop’s warning, as you had evidently done 

by the time you issued your response to the Board of Deputies? 

 

Given the public opposition from the Board of Deputies of British Jews, the Jewish Leadership Council, 

the Community Security Trust, the Scottish Council of Jewish Communities, and the Council of 

Christians and Jews, it is fair to describe Stephen Sizer as the most controversial Christian leader 

currently accepted within conservative evangelical circles. The evidence in this document demonstrates 

that quite apart from the actions that have attracted such opposition, Stephen has also sinned in a very 

serious manner by testifying falsely to the CCJ, harming its reputation by attacking its use of 

information that was in fact correct.  

 

The leaders of Christianity Explored, the South East Gospel Partnership, GAFCON, and the lay leaders of 

Stephen’s own church have an obligation to the flock of Christ Church Virginia Water and the UK Jewish 



community. As Esther knew, there are times when influence should be used. If the leaders of British 

evangelicalism are to prove themselves faithful as their brothers’ keepers, they cannot continue to pass 

over the case of Stephen Sizer without serious investigative action and, if necessary, public comment.  

 


